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Justin Nelson started Fernweh Woodworking, a small-batch furniture 
design / production studio located in Bend, OR, in 2015. He calls his role 
“Designer/Craftsman” and cherishes both the woodworking and design 
elements of the company. A former Marine Officer, Justin has a bachelor’s 
degree in business from Purdue University, and is a self-taught woodworker. 
He is inspired by the design philosophy and work ethic of Sam Maloof, and 
admires the legacy and designs of Hans Wegner and the Eames, among 
many others.

“I’m just a baby woodworker and designer, and to some extent I hope to 
always feel that way; no matter how much you learn, you should always be 
overwhelmed and excited by the oceans of things yet to be discovered. I 
hope to do my small part to keep the craft of woodworking not only alive, 
but fresh.”

Justin Nelson







charcoal ash

wood options

white ash natural walnut

sizes

tall
16”dia x 25”h

medium
16”dia x 22.5”h

short
16”dia x 20”h



425.402.8001 / ww.corianderdesigns.com

made in
the USA

Certified

WBE
Women’s Business Enterprise

tripod tables
A table with distinctive eye-catching joinery paired with a practical design makes Tripod Tables 
ideal for working from the sofa or lounge chair with a laptop or as an end table. The design concept 
for the beautifully sculptural and smartly scaled Tripod Tables allows three different heights to 
nest in various configurations.

The top has a subtle raised edge that is visually pleasing while also functional by containing spills 
and preventing items from slipping off the table top.

Tripod Tables are designed and handmade by Fernweh Woodworking in the Pacific Northwest  
from solid American hardwoods, and are available in Natural Walnut, White Ash, or Charcoal 
Ash.


